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Vaultavo Event in Hong Kong Attended by
Banking, Fintech, Crypto and Investment
Community

NEW YORK, LONDON and HONG KONG, February 17, 2023 – Crypto custody
solution provider Vaultavo Inc. (www.vaultavo.com) held an in-person launch
event this week in Hong Kong. Nearly 75 persons attended representing leading
banks, major crypto influencers, fintech companies and Hong Kong’s
investment community.

The invitation-only audience viewed the first public showing of the company’s
patent-pending Vaultavo Card, the world’s first biometric digital asset custody
smart card. The Vaultavo Card is the centerpiece of the company’s system to
address the security requirements of the institutional market and its clients. The
system includes state-of-the-art proprietary vaults and secure SaaS digital

platform and access portals, to create a solution that reinvents custody as we know it today.

The integrated hardware and software solution protects digital assets by creating and managing the Blockchain
private key on the bank-grade secure Vaultavo Card – a decentralized approach to security which mirrors
cryptocurrencies, Web3 and DeFi and differs from competitive solutions that have attempted to provide security
in a centralized manner.

(Upper right corner): London-based Chief Commercial Officer and co-founder James Fick displays the Vaultavo
Card during his presentation while CEO and co-founder Philip Meyer (center image) speaks about the industry
challenges Vaultavo is targeting to solve.

About Vaultavo Inc. 
Vaultavo Inc. (www.vaultavo.com), based in New York and with facilities in London and staff in Hong
Kong, South Africa and Malta, is a fintech start-up focused on developing a crypto custody solution to support
the adoption of digital currencies by institutions and their clients. The company's solution addresses the
vulnerability of online trading, transacting and protection of digital assets. Vaultavo offers digital currency
holders the protection of cold storage security with the ease of access to their crypto assets akin to their use of
a credit or debit card.
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